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ABSTRACT
The problem of permutation-invariant learning over set representa-
tions is particularly relevant in the field of multi-agent systems—a
few potential applications include unsupervised training of aggre-
gation functions in graph neural networks (GNNs), neural cellular
automata on graphs, and prediction of scenes with multiple objects.
Yet existing approaches to set encoding and decoding tasks present a
host of issues, including non-permutation-invariance, fixed-length
outputs, reliance on iterative methods, non-deterministic outputs,
computationally expensive loss functions, and poor reconstruction
accuracy. In this paper we introduce a Permutation-Invariant Set
Autoencoder (PISA), which tackles these problems and produces en-
codings with significantly lower reconstruction error than existing
baselines. PISA also provides other desirable properties, including
a similarity-preserving latent space, and the ability to insert or
remove elements from the encoding. After evaluating PISA against
baseline methods, we demonstrate its usefulness in a multi-agent
application. Using PISA as a subcomponent, we introduce a novel
GNN architecture which serves as a generalised communication
scheme, allowing agents to use communication to gain full observ-
ability of a system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over time, machine learning research has placed an increasing
emphasis on utilising relational inductive biases [2]. By focusing
on the underlying relationships in graph structured data, it has
become possible to create models with superior performance and
generalisation. These models are particularly useful in multi-agent
learning, where most data is structured as a graph. For example,
graph neural networks (GNNs) are used to learn communication
amongst a variable number of neighbours [8, 12], graph pooling
is used to facilitate value factorisation in a variable-sized system
of agents [9, 15], and set encoders are used to classify a variable
number of observations (such as pointclouds) [14, 22].
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While there are many architectures suited for encoding variable-
sized sets of elements, there is a lack of methods that can be used
to decode sets. Consequently, tasks that require models that can
encode and decode sets represent an underexplored field within
multi-agent learning. One potential application for set autoencoders
in this domain is learning encoders and communication schemes
in an unsupervised manner. This is particularly useful in multi-
agent reinforcement learning (MARL), where the task of learning
these functions with just the reward signal represents a significant
bottleneck with respect to sample efficiency [11].

For a set autoencoder to be useful in a multi-agent context, it
must satisfy several properties. First, it must have a low reconstruc-
tion error—the primary purpose of the model is to preserve the in-
formation being encoded. Second, it must be permutation-invariant.
There is no inherent ordering of agents in a system or edges in a
graph, so the model should generalise across all possible permuta-
tions of inputs. Finally, it should have a similarity-preserving latent
space. It is desirable for similar inputs to produce similar embed-
dings, as it is more robust to noise and it enables generalisation to
novel inputs (via interpolation by a continuous function).

Unfortunately, the few existing approaches which tackle the
task of set autoencoding exhibit an array of problems, including
non-permutation-invariance [4, 19], fixed-length outputs [23], re-
liance on iterative methods [23], non-deterministic outputs [10],
and computationally expensive loss functions [10, 23]. Even more
importantly, these methods exhibit a relatively high reconstruction
error in our experiments.

In this paper, we present a novel set autoencoder model which ad-
dresses these issues. In contrast to existing methods, our approach
operates on the principle of using key-value pairs to encode and
decode elements. It also does not require solving an optimisation
problem in the loss function which calculates the minimum assign-
ment between input and output elements. We also demonstrate
these advantages experimentally, showing that our method can
encode and decode sets with a lower reconstruction error than
current state-of-the-art methods.

To evaluate our model, we demonstrate its usefulness in two
multi-agent learning problems. In our first experiment, we evaluate
our set autoencoder against baselines on the task of random set
encoding and reconstruction. In the multi-agent domain, a solution
to this task constitutes a method for aggregating elements in a
manner which minimises the loss of information (which can be
used as an aggregation function for neighbours’ messages at the
agent level, or as a graph pooling layer at the global level). In our
second experiment, we tackle the problem of combining the states of
agents with partial observability through communication to obtain
global observability. Within our solution, we define a novel GNN
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<latexit sha1_base64="7POxo7vFgrBtvWmL4OJ79dcm+1k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZrdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6LqXVZrzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fvTOM6A==</latexit>

[
<latexit sha1_base64="2HNR7gFizcQTjs+XSXx/gpL675s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpt8vV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPwDuM6g==</latexit>]

(a) Set Encoder

<latexit sha1_base64="XVshIbxFNr0zStsvhy0ERmzlsgc=">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</latexit>

x̂n̂

x̂1

...
x̂2

<latexit sha1_base64="VcduhImtG31xtIwCRH/3qEwy95Y=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtYECV/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOwvjQc=</latexit>z
<latexit sha1_base64="JkOl49FuBA//quzJ8YicZaJLIo0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpJht3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpxptMSaU7ATVcioQ3UaDknVRzGgeSt4PR7cxvP3FthEoecJxyP6aDRESCUbRSpxeIgQoV9ssVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9ULEs5gkySY3pem6K/oRqFEzyaamXGZ5SNqID3rU0oTE3/mR+75ScWSUkkdK2EiRz9ffEhMbGjOPAdsYUh2bZm4n/ed0Mo2t/IpI0Q56wxaIokwQVmT1PQqE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1EJRuCt/zyKmldVL3Lau2+Vqnf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w80FJAX</latexit>K

<latexit sha1_base64="CNwEVGM4K+8S46iEyvjokL3etF0=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiJVgETyWRoh6LXjxWsB/QlLLZTtulm03YnYgh5uBf8eJBEa/+DW/+G7cfB219MPB4b4aZeUEsuEbX/baWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtvv6GjRDGos0hEqhVQDYJLqCNHAa1YAQ0DAc1gdD32m/egNI/kHaYxdEI6kLzPGUUjde1DPx7yro/wgJmPXKZZD1ied+2SW3YncBaJNyMlMkOta3/5vYglIUhkgmrd9twYOxlVyJmAvOgnGmLKRnQAbUMlDUF3ssn9uXNilJ7Tj5Qpic5E/T2R0VDrNAxMZ0hxqOe9sfif106wf9nJuIwTBMmmi/qJcDByxmE4Pa6AoUgNoUxxc6vDhlRRhiayognBm395kTTOyt55uXJbKVWvZnEUyBE5JqfEIxekSm5IjdQJI4/kmbySN+vJerHerY9p65I1mzkgf2B9/gA/7Jbp</latexit>

�dec

<latexit sha1_base64="WmIsvmVWdQRhGrDCeCZIihqNwpQ=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVfDiJVgETyWRoh6LXjxWsB/QhLDZTtulm03YnYgh9uBf8eJBEa/+DW/+G7cfB219MPB4b4aZeWEiuEbH+baWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLeflPHqWLQYLGIVTukGgSX0ECOAtqJAhqFAlrh8Hrst+5BaR7LO8wS8CPal7zHGUUjBaVDLxnwwEN4wNxDLrN8CNloFJTKTsWZwF4k7oyUyQz1oPTldWOWRiCRCap1x3US9HOqkDMBo6KXakgoG9I+dAyVNALt55P7R/aJUbp2L1amJNoT9fdETiOtsyg0nRHFgZ73xuJ/XifF3qWfc5mkCJJNF/VSYWNsj8Owu1wBQ5EZQpni5labDaiiDE1kRROCO//yImmeVdzzSvW2Wq5dzeIokCNyTE6JSy5IjdyQOmkQRh7JM3klb9aT9WK9Wx/T1iVrNnNA/sD6/AFsKJcG</latexit>

�key

<latexit sha1_base64="lQr3dUdeD4kPXTKj0xpkdekwiS4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JIUY9FLx4r2A9oQtlsN+3SzSbsTsQa8le8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcg+N8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APqx2dJwqyto0FrHqBUQzwSVrAwfBeoliJAoE6waTm5nffWBK81jewzRhfkRGkoecEjDSwK56YwKZzLEHPGIaDwdPA7vm1J058CpxC1JDBVoD+8sbxjSNmAQqiNZ910nAz4gCTgXLK16qWULohIxY31BJzCI/m9+e41OjDHEYK1MS8Fz9PZGRSOtpFJjOiMBYL3sz8T+vn0J45WdcJikwSReLwlRgiPEsCDzkilEQU0MIVdzciumYKELBxFUxIbjLL6+Sznndvag37hq15nURRxkdoxN0hlx0iZroFrVQG1H0iJ7RK3qzcuvFerc+Fq0lq5g5Qn9gff4A73aUYg==</latexit>

n̂⇥
d
z

<latexit sha1_base64="lQr3dUdeD4kPXTKj0xpkdekwiS4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JIUY9FLx4r2A9oQtlsN+3SzSbsTsQa8le8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcg+N8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APqx2dJwqyto0FrHqBUQzwSVrAwfBeoliJAoE6waTm5nffWBK81jewzRhfkRGkoecEjDSwK56YwKZzLEHPGIaDwdPA7vm1J058CpxC1JDBVoD+8sbxjSNmAQqiNZ910nAz4gCTgXLK16qWULohIxY31BJzCI/m9+e41OjDHEYK1MS8Fz9PZGRSOtpFJjOiMBYL3sz8T+vn0J45WdcJikwSReLwlRgiPEsCDzkilEQU0MIVdzciumYKELBxFUxIbjLL6+Sznndvag37hq15nURRxkdoxN0hlx0iZroFrVQG1H0iJ7RK3qzcuvFerc+Fq0lq5g5Qn9gff4A73aUYg==</latexit>

n̂
⇥ d z

<latexit sha1_base64="lQr3dUdeD4kPXTKj0xpkdekwiS4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JIUY9FLx4r2A9oQtlsN+3SzSbsTsQa8le8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcg+N8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APqx2dJwqyto0FrHqBUQzwSVrAwfBeoliJAoE6waTm5nffWBK81jewzRhfkRGkoecEjDSwK56YwKZzLEHPGIaDwdPA7vm1J058CpxC1JDBVoD+8sbxjSNmAQqiNZ910nAz4gCTgXLK16qWULohIxY31BJzCI/m9+e41OjDHEYK1MS8Fz9PZGRSOtpFJjOiMBYL3sz8T+vn0J45WdcJikwSReLwlRgiPEsCDzkilEQU0MIVdzciumYKELBxFUxIbjLL6+Sznndvag37hq15nURRxkdoxN0hlx0iZroFrVQG1H0iJ7RK3qzcuvFerc+Fq0lq5g5Qn9gff4A73aUYg==</latexit>

n̂ ⇥ dz
<latexit sha1_base64="PZp63NdXIY2NWk/5dSbuWajeMIM=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JIUY9FLx4r2A9oQtlsN+3SzSbsTqQl5K948aCIV/+IN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Bsf5tkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weGRfVzt6DhVlLVpLGLVC4hmgkvWBg6C9RLFSBQI1g0md3O/+8SU5rF8hFnC/IiMJA85JWCkgV31xgQymWMPeMQ0Hg6mA7vm1J0F8DpxC1JDBVoD+8sbxjSNmAQqiNZ910nAz4gCTgXLK16qWULohIxY31BJzCI/W9ye43OjDHEYK1MS8EL9PZGRSOtZFJjOiMBYr3pz8T+vn0J442dcJikwSZeLwlRgiPE8CDzkilEQM0MIVdzciumYKELBxFUxIbirL6+TzmXdvao3Hhq15m0RRxmdojN0gVx0jZroHrVQG1E0Rc/oFb1ZufVivVsfy9aSVcycoD+wPn8A7G6UYA==</latexit>

n̂ ⇥ dx

<latexit sha1_base64="nTy4U9G9QASFJRtsRiCqlXVe7sg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEGiwqJqUpQBYwVLIxFog+piSLHcVqrthPZDlIVdWHhV1gYQIiVf2Djb3DaDNByJEtH55wr33vClFGlHefbqqysrq1vVDdrW9s7u3v2/kFXJZnEpIMTlsh+iBRhVJCOppqRfioJ4iEjvXB8U/i9ByIVTcS9nqTE52goaEwx0kYK7GOPmXCEAo8jPZI89xRHjOURwdNpYNedhjMDXCZuSeqgRDuwv7wowRknQmOGlBq4Tqr9HElNMSPTmpcpkiI8RkMyMFQgTpSfz66YwlOjRDBOpHlCw5n6eyJHXKkJD02y2FUteoX4nzfIdHzl51SkmSYCzz+KMwZ1AotKYEQlwZpNDEFYUrMrxCMkEdamuJopwV08eZl0zxvuRaN516y3rss6quAInIAz4IJL0AK3oA06AINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHPFqxyplD8AfW5w+2E5le</latexit>

�dec

<latexit sha1_base64="5m+QR8hdbMv3XDBazsHAMIzfn4U=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwVWZE1GXRjcsK9gGdUjKZO21oJjMkmWId+h1u/BU3LhRxJ278G9N2BG09kHBy7rnk3uMnnCntOF9WYWl5ZXWtuG5vbG5t75R29xoqTiWFOo15LFs+UcCZgLpmmkMrkUAin0PTH1xN6s0hSMVicatHCXQi0hMsZJRoI3VLrudDj4ksIlqyu7F9jz1vdnnDINZq+rQ9EMGPpVsqOxVnCrxI3JyUUY5at/ThBTFNIxCacqJU23US3cmI1IxyGNteqiAhdEB60DZUkAhUJ5uuNsZHRglwGEtzhMZT9XdHRiKlRpFvnGa+vpqvTcT/au1UhxedjIkk1SDo7KMw5VjHeJITDpgEqvnIEEIlM7Ni2ieSUG3StE0I7vzKi6RxUnHPKqc3p+XqZR5HER2gQ3SMXHSOquga1VAdUfSAntALerUerWfrzXqfWQtW3rOP/sD6/AY3CqBg</latexit>z
z
...
z

<latexit sha1_base64="7POxo7vFgrBtvWmL4OJ79dcm+1k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZrdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6LqXVZrzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fvTOM6A==</latexit>

[
<latexit sha1_base64="2HNR7gFizcQTjs+XSXx/gpL675s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpt8vV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPwDuM6g==</latexit>]

<latexit sha1_base64="ARDs0NR7HlTy0rzpYQUBzc5BAxc=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuyoyIdVl047KCrUKnlEzmtg1mMkNyp1iGfoobf8WNC0V0p19j+hC09UDC4Zx7k3tPmEph0PM+nYXFpeWV1cKau76xubVd3NltmCTTHOo8kYm+DZkBKRTUUaCE21QDi0MJN+Hdxci/6YM2IlHXOEihFbOuEh3BGVqpXawEIXSFymOGWtwPXZ8GgXs8uoJ+lKAZsx7DXA3dAFT0U9gulryyNwadJ/6UlMgUtXbxI4gSnsWgkEtmTNP3UmzlTKPgEuzjmYGU8TvWhaalisVgWvl4wSE9tEpEO4m2RyEdq787chYbM4hDW2nn65lZbyT+5zUz7Jy1cqHSDEHxyUedTFJM6CgtGgkNHOXAEsa1sLNS3mOacbSZujYEf3bledI4Lvun5ZOrk1L1fBpHgeyTA3JEfFIhVXJJaqROOHkgT+SFvDqPzrPz5rxPShecac8e+QPn6xtqwKKQ</latexit>

1
2
...
n̂

<latexit sha1_base64="7POxo7vFgrBtvWmL4OJ79dcm+1k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZrdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6LqXVZrzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fvTOM6A==</latexit>

[
<latexit sha1_base64="2HNR7gFizcQTjs+XSXx/gpL675s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpt8vV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPwDuM6g==</latexit>]

<latexit sha1_base64="Q3ZFHU8Hsd5v0kzobS0LsgWpHuE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh17WL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnpV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxZZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpySDcFbfnmVtC6q3mW1dl+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB55yjW4=</latexit>

{

<latexit sha1_base64="Q3ZFHU8Hsd5v0kzobS0LsgWpHuE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh17WL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnpV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxZZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpySDcFbfnmVtC6q3mW1dl+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB55yjW4=</latexit> {

<latexit sha1_base64="n/ihL1HZUSIyRv9Ohb5CjnBUpTo=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIUZdFNy4r9AXtUDJppg1NMmOSKZSh3+HGhSJu/Rh3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOfe5OQEMWfauO63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/KxydtHSWK0BaJeKS6AdaUM0lbhhlOu7GiWAScdoLJfeZ3plRpFsmmmcXUF3gkWcgINlby+wKbsRJpk3E6H5QrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEYlL/6w4gkgkpDONa657mx8VOsDCP2vlI/0TTGZIJHtGepxIJqP12EnqMLqwxRGCl7pEEL9fdGioXWMxHYySykXvUy8T+vl5jw1k+ZjBNDJVk+FCYcmQhlDaAhU5QYPrMEE8VsVkTGWGFibE8lW4K3+uV10r6qetfV2mOtUr/L6yjCGZzDJXhwA3V4gAa0gMATPMMrvDlT58V5dz6WowUn3zmFP3A+fwBFNZJw</latexit>

Tile

(b) Set Decoder

Figure 1: The full set autoencoder architecture. In this schema, the blue modules are learned networks, the green modules
are mathematical operations (sum and element-wise product), and the red modules are other non-learned operations. (a) The
encoder first assigns keys to values according to a deterministic criterion 𝜌 . Then, it encodes the values with𝜓val and the keys
with𝜓key, mapping both to R𝑑𝑧 . Each element is inserted by adding the element-wise product of the encoded key and value to
the latent state. The cardinality of the set is also encoded by adding _enc (𝑛) to the embedding. (b) The decoder first predicts the
cardinality of the set with _dec. Next, it produces �̂� keys in the same manner as the encoder, and transforms them into queries
in R𝑑𝑧 with 𝜙key. Each of these queries is element-wise multiplied by the hidden state to produce an element-specific encoding.
Finally, 𝜙dec transforms these encodings into the reconstructed set.

architecture which leverages our set autoencoder as its internal
mechanism.

Contributions.

• We present PISA, a novel, permutation-invariant set autoen-
coder architecture which exhibits significantly lower recon-
struction error than existing methods.

• Our method preserves similarity in the latent space. We anal-
yse the effect of interpolating in the latent space, showing
that our method smoothly transitions between the initial
and target sets, while most other methods do not.

• Unlike the baselines, our method allows elements to be in-
serted or removed from the latent state after it has been ini-
tially encoded, enabling transforms within the latent space.

• We use PISA as a component in a novel GNN which serves
as an application-agnostic communication scheme for multi-
agent systems.

2 RELATEDWORK
Permutation-invariant set autoencoders have become popular with
the recent development of Deep Sets [22] and to a lesser extent,
graph neural networks [7] (GNNs). Both are permutation invariant,
allowing them to serve as general models for handling variable-
sized, unordered data.Methods like Featurewise Sort Pooling (FSPool),
Deep Set Prediction Networks (DSPN), and Transformer Set Predic-
tion Networks (TSPN) maintain permutation invariance by using
elements from Deep Set theory.

FSPool [24] encodes a set of elements X = {𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛} into a
single, fixed-size latent representation 𝑧. It sorts the inputs elements
along the feature axis, applies a linear transform, and then sums
them together to produce a single embedding 𝑧 for the set. The
authors also propose an FSPool decoder, whichmaps the embedding
𝑧 into a prediction of the input set X̂ = {𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛}. Their decoder
unpools 𝑧 using a linear transformation, and unsorts the unpooled
vectors using a differentiable sorting network. FSPool maps 𝑥𝑖 to
𝑥𝑖 via the sort and unsort operations.

The authors of DSPN find that the FSPool decoder is insufficent
for solving even simple tasks [23]. They use FSPool in the encoder,
but replace the decoder with an iterative method. Starting with
an initial guess X̂ (0) , X̂ (𝑡 ) is iteratively updated for 𝑇 iterations,
following the gradient of − 𝜕L(X̂ (𝑡 ) ,𝑧 )

𝜕X̂ (𝑡 ) . That is, the output set is
updated until its encoding matches a given latent state. Note that
because DSPN is an iterative method, its inference speed is slow.
Furthermore, it learns a domain-specific initial 𝑋 (0) , causing the
number of parameters to scale with the size of the largest set. While
DSPN can be modified to accommodate variable-size sets by pre-
dicting masks, the prediction size is limited by the size of 𝑋 (0) .
DSPN also requires each 𝑥𝑖 to be mapped to each 𝑥𝑖 in order to
compute the training loss. This mapping is computed by the Cham-
fer algorithm (𝑂 (𝑛2)) for large sets, and the Hungarian algorithm
(𝑂 (𝑛3)) for small sets.

TSPN improves upon DSPN by replacing the iterative decoder
with a single pass of a transformer. TSPN samples X̂ (0) from a
learned normal distribution, decoupling the number of parame-
ters from the largest set size, but making the predictions non-
deterministic. Sampled latent representations X̂ (0) are concate-
nated along the feature dimension with an embedding 𝑧 = 𝜓 (X).
The resulting set of vectors {𝑥 (0)

𝑖
| | 𝑧 | 𝑖 ∈ [1..𝑛]} are fed to the

transformer, which produces the prediction X̂. Similar to DSPN,
TSPN uses the Chamfer and Hungarian matching algorithms in its
loss function to compute a correspondence between elements in
the input set and the predicted set.

Other related work (excluding DSPN, TSPN, and FSPool) tends
to break either fixed-size latent representation or permutation in-
variance constraints. Generalized autoencoders [20] project a set
of 𝑛 inputs into a set of 𝑛 latent states. This precludes their use in
many interesting tasks, such as composition with other modules
(e.g. passing the full set representation through an MLP).

Sequence to sequence models encode ordered sequences of in-
puts and decode ordered sequences of outputs, and consequently
are not permutation invariant. However, prior work [13] sometimes
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(c) Correlation (𝑧 ∈ R48)
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Figure 2: Results for the Random Set Reconstruction experiment. (a)-(d): Correlation and MSE loss for PISA and baselines
with a sufficient latent size (𝑧 ∈ R96) and under compression (𝑧 ∈ R48). (e-h): Reconstruction error for PISA and baselines. The
transparent circles represent the ground truth, and the opaque circles represent the prediction.

treats sets as sequences with varying success, utilising models like
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [3].

Linear transformers constitute another form of sequence-to-
sequence model, which become permutation invariant when the
positional encoding is omitted [5, 16]. These approaches map a
set to key, value, and query vectors. They produce a fixed-size
attention matrix by summing the outer products of each key and
value pair. Then, an output is produced by computing the inner
product between the attentionmatrix and query. Unfortunately, this
relies on using the keys at decode time, constituting a variable-sized
latent state.

All of the methods that we have examined in related work ex-
hibit fundamental problems, including non-permutation-invariance,
variable-sized latent states, and reliance on computationally ex-
pensive loss functions which introduce instability. Our method
addresses all of these issues by tackling the problem of set autoen-
coding with a significantly different approach.

3 METHOD
A set autoencoder architecture consists of an encoder 𝜓 and a
decoder 𝜙 . The encoder takes a set of elements X as input

X : R𝑛×𝑑𝑥 = {𝑥𝑖 : R𝑑𝑥 | 𝑖 ∈ [1, . . . 𝑛]} (1)

and produces latent state 𝑧

𝑧 : R𝑑𝑧 = 𝜓 (X), (2)

which is fed to the decoder 𝜙 to predict the original input

X̂ : R𝑛×𝑑𝑥 = 𝜙 (𝑧). (3)

The goal is to find 𝜓 and 𝜙 such that the “set” error between
X and X̂ is minimised (that is, the sizes |𝑋 | and |𝑋 | match, and
the MSE error between every corresponding input-output pair of
elements is minimised).

Our permutation-invariant set autoencoder (PISA) tackles this
problem with a significantly different approach than related works.
We introduce a notion of keys and values, popularised by trans-
formers [5, 16, 19]. Elements are encoded as values, and “inserted”
into the embedding with keys. By creating key-value pairings, the
decoder can extract specific elements with their corresponding
queries. This creates a direct correspondence between inputs and
outputs, enabling the use of a simple loss function which does not
require a matching algorithm to compute the set error.

3.1 Encoder
In the encoder architecture, keys and values are produced by learned
networks 𝜓key and 𝜓val (Fig. 1). The embedding is generated by
taking the element-wise product between each encoded key-value
pair, and summing over all elements:

𝑧 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

[
𝜓key (𝜌 (𝑥𝑖 )) ⊙𝜓val (𝑥𝑖 )

]
+ _enc (𝑛) . (4)

The input to the key network𝜓key is generated by a value-to-key
mapping function 𝜌 : R𝑑𝑥 ↦→ [1..𝑛]. Although any key can be used
to insert any value, the mapping function 𝜌 guarantees permutation
invariance by assigning keys to values in a deterministic manner.
Since the pairing between keys and values has a negligible effect on
the output, it is not necessary to learn 𝜌—it is implemented with a
randomly initialised linear layer. In practice, we also transform the
output of 𝜌 to the onehot space before passing it to𝜓key in order
to remove the inherent ordering in the keys.

In addition to encoding the elements from the input set, we also
encode its cardinality. In equation (4), _enc : Z+0 ↦→ R𝑑𝑧 encodes
the cardinality with a single linear layer. It is important that this
mapping is linear, as it maintains additivity within the latent space
(see Appendix A).
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(a) PISA

(b) GRU

(c) DSPN

(d) TSPN

Figure 3: The sensitivity of the latent space for each method. In this experiment, we encode two sets with 8 elements into
representations 𝑧0 and 𝑧1. Then, we continuously interpolate in the latent space between 𝑧0 and 𝑧1, and decode the result. In
the figure, each panel is calculated as 𝜙 ((1 − 𝛼) · 𝑧0 + 𝛼 · 𝑧1), from 𝛼 = 0 on the left to 𝛼 = 1 on the right. All of the methods are
evaluated on the same sets X0 and X1, which are shown in the 𝛼 = 0 and 𝛼 = 1 panels with lower opacity.

3.2 Decoder
The decoder architecture closely mirrors the encoder architecture,
extracting values in a similar manner to how they were inserted
(Fig. 1). The decoder uses _dec to predict the number of outputs �̂�,
and then uses 𝜙key to produce queries 𝑞𝑖 :

�̂� = _dec (𝑧) (5)
{𝑞1, . . . 𝑞�̂�} = {𝜙key (𝑖) | 𝑖 ∈ [1..�̂�]} (6)

By computing the element-wise product between the latent state
and the queries, the decoder produces an element-specific hidden
state 𝑧 ⊙ 𝑞𝑖 . Finally, a decoder network 𝜙dec processes each hidden
state, producing the reconstructed set elements

X̂ = {𝜙dec (𝑧 ⊙ 𝑞𝑖 ) | 𝑖 ∈ [1..�̂�]}. (7)

3.3 Training
The full autoencoder is trained in an unsupervised manner with
standard MSE reconstruction loss Lmse =

∑𝑛
𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝜌 (𝑥𝑖 ) )2. In

addition, we use a separate loss to train the networks _enc and
_dec, which encode and predict the set’s cardinality: Lsize = (𝑛 −
_dec (𝑧))2.

This training scheme is much more efficient than that of al-
gorithms like DSPN [23] and TSPN [10], which use Hungarian

loss (𝑂 (𝑛3) complexity) for smaller sets and Chamfer loss (𝑂 (𝑛2)
complexity) for larger sets. The latter requires solving an optimi-
sation problem at each step: Lhung = min𝑃 | |𝑃𝑋 − 𝑋 | |2, where
𝑋,𝑋 ∈ R𝑛×𝑑 are matrices of stacked elements from the ground
truth and predicted sets, 𝑃 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛×𝑛 is a permutation matrix, and
the magnitude | | · | | represents the row-wise Euclidean norm.

In contrast, our training scheme does not require computation-
ally expensive optimisation, and it always produces the correct
correspondence between elements due to our key-value technique.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first evaluate PISA against baselines, including
GRU, DSPN, and TSPN. For a fair evaluation, we select a non-
application-specific scenario: encoding and reconstructing a ran-
domly generated set. Once we have demonstrated the performance
of our method in comparison to baselines, we show its usefulness
by applying it to a multi-agent problem: fusion of observations
within a partially observable multi-agent system.

For all of the baselines, we use official code (Github reposito-
ries published by the original authors for DSPN and TSPN, and
PyTorch’s implementation of GRU), adapted to a common inter-
face. All methods use their own recommended hyperparameters,
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Figure 4: An ablation analysis over the components of PISA.
PISA (No 𝜌) denotes a version the model without 𝜌 , whereby
keys are assigned to values according to their input order-
ing. PISA (Hungarian) refers to the same model as PISA, but
trained with a Hungarian algorithm to match inputs with
outputs, instead of using the ground truth correspondence.
Lastly, PISA (Deepset) represents a variant of PISA where the
encoder is replaced by Deep Sets [22]. The metric used in this
ablation analysis is the correlation coefficient between the
inputs and outputs.
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(a) Correlation vs Number of Elements (𝑧 ∈ R96)
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(b) Correlation vs Number of Elements (𝑧 ∈ R48)

Figure 5: An analysis of the reconstruction accuracy (mea-
sured by correlation) for each method as a function of the
number of elements in the set, evaluated with a latent of suf-
ficient size (𝑧 ∈ R96) and under compression (𝑧 ∈ R48). Each
line represents the mean over 1024 runs, and the shaded re-
gion denotes the min and max.

with the exception of a common learning rate of 10−3 and latent
state size (defined in the experiments). For DSPN and TSPN, we use
Hungarian loss (as opposed to Chamfer loss). In DSPN, we run the
decoder for 30 iterations (the highest number of iterations used in
the paper, which produced the highest fidelity outputs).

101 102

Interpolated Set Arc Length

PISA

GRU

DSPN

TSPN

Figure 6: The integrated arc length travelled by all elements
in the latent space interpolation experiment. This plot serves
as a quantitative metric for the experiment shown in Fig. 3.
Over 100 trials, we encode sets X0 and X1 into 𝑧0 and 𝑧1, inter-
polate between 𝑧0 and 𝑧1 in the embedding space, and decode
the result: 𝜙 ((1 − 𝛼) · 𝑧0 + 𝛼 · 𝑧1). We report the arc length of
the reconstructed set produced by each method as it is in-
terpolated:

∫ 1
0

������ 𝜕𝜙 ( (1−𝛼 ) ·𝑧0+𝛼 ·𝑧1 )
𝜕𝛼

������ 𝜕𝛼 . The red line represents
the mean of the minimum possible arc lengths across all
trials, calculated by finding the minimum cost assignment
between the elements in sets X0 and X1 and computing the
linear distance between each pair of elements.

4.1 Random Set Reconstruction
Problem Formalisation. In the random set reconstruction prob-
lem, the task is to compress a set X into a latent representation
𝑧, and then reconstruct it into X̂ such that the loss Lmse (X, X̂) is
minimised. Elements 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R6 from each set are drawn from a nor-
mal distribution N(06, 𝐼6), and the number of elements 𝑛 ∈ [0..16]
is drawn from a discrete uniform distribution. Two latent sizes
𝑑𝑧 ∈ {48, 96} are tested to evaluate various degrees of compression.

A solution to the random set reconstruction problem can be used
as a permutation-invariant aggregation method which minimises
the loss of data. This is extremely useful in the multi-agent domain,
particularly in systems with GNN-based policies. For example, it
can operate at the agent level as a method of combining messages
from neighbouring agents, or at the global level as a graph pooling
layer.

Results. In our first experiment, we compare PISA against base-
line methods, evaluating both the mean squared error of the recon-
struction and the correlation coefficient between the ground truth
and reconstructed elements (Fig 2). We run this experiment with
hidden sizes of 96 (which is theoretically just large enough to store
all of the the inputs) and 48 (which requires some compression).
The results show that PISA outperforms all of the baselines in both
scenarios, achieving a correlation coefficient of 0.9999 for 𝑧 ∈ R96
and 0.9180 for 𝑧 ∈ R48. The next best method, GRU, achieves a
correlation of 0.9412 for 𝑧 ∈ R96 and 0.8228 for 𝑧 ∈ R48.

The conclusions we draw from the loss and correlation metrics
are corroborated by the qualitative results in Fig 2. We provide
a visualisation of the reconstructed sets using each method, rep-
resenting each 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R6 datapoint as a circle with parameterised
position, colour, and radius. The results show that PISA’s recon-
struction is near perfect, GRU’s reconstruction has some error, and
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Figure 7: The Fusion GNN architecture. This schema is drawn from the perspective of agent 2, which can directly observe
objects A, B, and C, and can communicate with agents 1 and 3. First, the local observation is encoded with the set encoder. Then,
at each layer in the GNN, the agent decodes the latent states that it receives from its neighbours, filters out the duplicates, and
encodes the resulting set. Finally, after the last GNN layer, the set decoder is applied to reconstruct the entire global observation.

the reconstructions of DSPN and TSPN are very poor, making it dif-
ficult to distinguish the intended correspondences between inputs
and outputs. We note that the performance of DSPN and TSPN for
up to 2 elements is satisfactory, but performance falls off sharply
as the number of elements increases (Fig. 5).

Agent 1 GNN Input

Agent 1 GNN Output

Figure 8: The Multi-Agent Sensor Fusion Problem. In this en-
vironment, there is a set of agents A (depicted as robots) and
a set of objects O (depicted as coloured circles). The commu-
nication edges E (com) define the links between agents which
can communicate (shown as black lines). The observation
edges E (obs) define the objects which are in each agent’s local
observation range (shown as dotted green lines). The goal
of the task is for each agent to use communication to recon-
struct the entire global observation.

Latent Space Sensitivity. In addition to reconstruction loss, one
extremely important property in autoencoders is the propensity
to map similar elements to similar embeddings. The pursuit of
this property forms the motivation for methods like variational
autoencoders, which incentivise similarity preservation even at the
cost of reconstruction error [6]. Similarity preservation is desirable
because it leads to better stability and generalisation in networks
using the embedding as an input.

Although neither our method nor the baselines specifically op-
timise for the sensitivity of the latent space, some methods lend
themselves to more similarity-preserving embeddings than others
(as a product of the architectures themselves). In this experiment,

we analyse the effect of interpolating in the latent space (and, by
extension, we test the property that similar inputs map to similar
embeddings). We do this by encoding two random sets X0 and X1
into latents 𝑧0 and 𝑧1, interpolating between 𝑧0 and 𝑧1 in the latent
space with a weighted average: (1 − 𝛼) · 𝑧0 + 𝛼 · 𝑧1 (for 𝛼 from 0 to
1), and decoding the result.

As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6, PISA exhibits a similarity-
preserving latent space. As we interpolate from 𝑧0 to 𝑧1, the decoded
set smoothly transforms through logical intermediate sets. In con-
trast, DSPN and TSPN are both highly sensitive, so their decodings
of the interpolated latent state are highly unstable. GRU is the
only other method which demonstrates a smooth transition, and
therefore low sensitivity to input noise. However, the intermediate
states produced by GRU do not necessarily carry the meaning of
a weighted average between X0 and X1—for example, note that
while the visualisations of X0 and X1 both have large circles, the
visualisation of X̂0.5 =

1
2𝑧0 +

1
2𝑧1 only has small circles.

Ablation Analysis. In addition to our comparison against base-
line methods, we also run an ablation analysis to validate each
component of our architecture (Fig. 4). The results show that PISA
performs significantly better than variants which (1) use the hun-
garian algorithm to match inputs and outputs in the loss function,
and (2) use Deep Sets [22] in place of our encoder. On the other
hand, the variant of PISA without the network 𝜌 to match keys
with values (and therefore is not permutation-invariant) achieves
the exact same performance as the base model. This is a significant
result—our architecture is still able to generalise between different
permutations without 𝜌 . The purpose of the key-value matching
criterion is simply to guarantee permutation-invariance.

4.2 Multi-Agent Sensor Fusion
Problem Formalisation. The multi-agent sensor fusion problem
concerns the task of using communication to combine sets of obser-
vations within a partially observable multi-agent system, producing
global observability (assuming the graph of communication links be-
tween agents is connected). Consider a graph Gcom = ⟨A, E (com) ⟩
consisting of a set of agents A ≡ [1..𝑛] and and edges E (com) ,
where the edge 𝑒 (com)

𝑖, 𝑗
represents a communication link between

agents 𝑖 and 𝑗 , and E (com)
𝑖

= { 𝑗 | 𝑒
(com)
𝑖, 𝑗

∈ E (com) } repre-
sents the set of agents in communication range of agent 𝑖 . Let
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(a) Fusion GNN Layer 0 (b) Fusion GNN Layer 1 (c) Fusion GNN Layer 2

Figure 9: Evaluation of the trained Fusion model. In this visualisation, the 7 agents are represented by black squares, and
the 10 observations are visualised as coloured circles. The plot is from the point of view of agent 0, depicted as a blue square.
The transparent circles represent the ground truth global observation, while the circles with full opacity represent the scene
reconstructed by agent 0. At layer 0 of the GNN, agent 0 only has access to its own observations. However, after multiple rounds
of message passing, agent 0 can reconstruct objects outside of its observation range.

Gobs = ⟨A∪O, E (obs) ⟩ be a bipartite graph representing the objects
which can be observed by each agent, where O is the set of objects,
and E (obs) is the set of edges between agents and objects. Each
object 𝑜𝑖 ∈ O contains information 𝑜𝑖 ∈ R6 which is provided to the
agents as an observation. Without communication, each agent can
observe the set of objects E (obs)

𝑖
= {𝑜 𝑗 | 𝑒 (obs)𝑖, 𝑗

∈ E (obs) }. However,
with communication, agents can gain access to information about
objects which they cannot directly observe. If X (𝑙 )

𝑖
is the set of

objects that agent 𝑖 has reconstructed after 𝑙 rounds of communica-
tion, then the goal of this task is to learn a communication strategy
with fixed-size messages such that lim𝑙→∞ X (𝑙 )

𝑖
= O.

Since this communication strategy is trained with an autoen-
coder, it is application-agnostic. That is, the communication strategy
can be trained on synthetic data, and then that pre-trained submod-
ule can be deployed in multiple disparate systems. It also allows
the number of layers to be updated dynamically at execution time,
enabling systems to make the number of communication steps ar-
bitrarily large or small in order to receive all necessary information
(i.e the maximum of the lengths of the shortest paths between every
pair of agents in G (com) ).

One potential application for this is multi-agent reinforcement
learning. Even in single-agent reinforcement learning, the task of
learning an appropriate representation for the state is a major bot-
tleneck with respect to sample efficiency [11]. That is, it is difficult
to learn an encoder with only a reward signal. This problem is only
exacerbated when moving to the multi-agent domain, wherein the
size of the state space is even larger. However, with a multi-agent
sensor fusion system, the task of learning an encoder and commu-
nication scheme can be pre-trained with unsupervised learning,
allowing the reinforcement learning stage of training to focus on
learning the task. In problems with local rewards, this allows the
multi-agent reinforcement learning problem to be reformulated

into a single-agent reinforcement learning problem, where the la-
tent state from the communication system is the observation. This
allows the problem to be solved by single-agent reinforcement
learning methods.

Another possible application for the fusion model is hierarchical
reinforcement learning in a multi-agent system [18]. Since commu-
nication in MARL is usually trained alongside a policy to complete
a given task [12], agents operating under different policies cannot
communicate with each other. This is a problem in hierarchical
reinforcement learning, where the team must transition between
policies, and different subsets of agents might select different poli-
cies at any given timestep. However, with our fusion model, a
generalised communication scheme can be trained for all of the
policies.
Model. Our multi-agent sensor fusion model is defined by a novel
GNN architecture. The architecture has three subcomponents: a set
encoder𝜓 , a set decoder 𝜙 , and a duplicate filter 𝑓 . The set encoder
compresses a set of objects into a message which can be passed to
other agents:

𝑧
(𝑙 )
𝑖

= 𝜓 (X (𝑙 )
𝑖

) . (8)

Similarly, the set decoder reconstructs a set of objects given a mes-
sage:

X (𝑙+1)
𝑖

= 𝜙 (𝑧 (𝑙 )
𝑖

) . (9)

Finally, the filter takes in a set of sets of objects, and returns the
union over those sets (by identifying and removing the duplicates):

X1 ∪ X2 ∪ . . .X𝑛 = 𝑓 ({X1,X2, . . . ,X𝑛}) . (10)

The filter 𝑓 is defined by training a binary classifier 𝑔 which deter-
mines if two reconstructed objects are the same 𝑔 : O ×O ↦→ [0, 1],
and evaluating it on every pair of objects.
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The entire GNN is constructed with these three components,
with parameter sharing across layers. At each layer, the GNN de-
codes the latent states from all of the neighbours, filters the dupli-
cates, and encodes the result:

𝑧
(𝑙+1)
𝑖

= 𝜙

(
𝑓

({
𝜓 (𝑧 (𝑙 )

𝑗
)
��� 𝑗 ∈ E (com)

𝑖

}))
. (11)

The loss for the GNN is calculated per-layer. The encoder and
decoder are trained with the standard set autoencoder loss, which is
applied between the input to the set encoder and the reconstructed
output of the set decoder in the next layer. The filter is trained
with a crossentropy loss, using a dataset of pairs of reconstructed
observations at each layer (𝑜𝑖 , 𝑜 𝑗 ), and a label which indicates if
those were reconstructed from the same original object 1(𝑖 = 𝑗).
Results. As shown in Fig. 9, our fusion model can successfully
learn a communication scheme which allows agents to gain full
observability of a system through message passing. The trained
model’s set autoencoder achieves a reconstruction correlation co-
efficient of 0.9999, and the duplicate filter achieves an accuracy of
1.0.

While these quantitative results produce reconstructions which
should be sufficient for most mutli-agent applications, we note that
the elements slightly drift as the number of layers of the GNN
increases, as a result of compounded error. Fortunately, there is a
way that this effect could be mitigated in future work. Currently, all
elements are re-encoded at every layer in the GNN, and if there are
duplicates then there is no mechanism for choosing one element
over another. However, since our set autoencoder architecture en-
ables the addition and removal of elements after a set is initially
encoded, it is possible to design the system in a manner such that
only new elements are added. This would not only remove the
error due to re-encoding, but also place a bias on choosing ele-
ments which come from fewer communication steps away when
duplicates exist.

5 DISCUSSION
In our experiments, we demonstrate that PISA is capable of pro-
ducing near-perfect reconstructions and possesses a similarity-
preserving latent space. The combination of these properties enable
PISA to be used as a pre-trained submodule within a larger learned
model. The encoder can be used as a permutation-invariant aggre-
gator which minimises the loss of information, while the decoder
can be used as a module for predicting variable-sized outputs given
a vector of logits. Furthermore, the Fusion GNN can be used as a
task-agnostic communication scheme for observations of a given
size. Given the application-agnostic nature of our experiments, the
results should hold when applied to any domain.

The primary attribute that sets our method apart from the base-
lines is our approach to the core problem in set autoencoding:
producing a variable number of unique outputs from a single latent
state. While our method solves this issue in a simple manner with
a key-value approach, the baselines introduce problems with over-
engineered workarounds. In the case of GRU, the primary issue
is that it encodes and decodes sequentially, thereby including the
ordering of the inputs in the embedding, and removing its ability
to generalise across all orderings. This not only injects some in-
stability (whereby the manner in which elements are processed

depends on previous elements in the sequence), but also introduces
non-permutation-invariance. For DSPN and TSPN, the primary
issue is likely the fact that there is no correspondence between
inputs and outputs. In order to apply a loss function, DSPN and
TSPN use the Hungarian algorithm to match predicted elements
with the closest elements in the input set. However, this matching
process is imperfect, and consequently introduces some noise into
the loss signal which makes it more difficult to learn (as shown in
our ablation analysis in Fig. 4). In the DSPN and TSPN papers, the
primary experiment for evaluation was autoencoding point clouds
forming MNIST digits. In those experiments, if the matching is
imperfect, it can still produce the desirable macroscopic behaviour
(even if individual elements are in the wrong places).

One unique property of our model which we do not explore in
this paper is its ability to perform transforms on the latent space.
Unlike in other methods, sets can be combined simply by adding
embeddings—there is no need to re-encode a new set. To insert an
element 𝑒 to an existing embedding 𝑧0 of size 𝑛, it must be encoded
with key 𝑛 + 1 to produce embedding 𝑧𝑒 . Then, the two embeddings
can be combined by adding them: 𝑧0 + 𝑧𝑒 . Removal of elements
through subtraction is also possible, but it requires the user to keep
track of keys (to identify the element which will be removed, and
to remember which keys are still present after a subset is removed).

Although we focus on multi-agent systems in this paper, PISA
has applications in many different domains. The encoder can be
used in any application which involves reasoning over graphs, in-
cluding natural language processing [1], image processing [21], and
knowledge graphs [17]. The decoder can be used in neural cellular
automata on graphs (expanding sets of children nodes), prediction
of scenes with multiple objects (either predicting point clouds or
semantic objects), and multimodal continuous action distributions
(where a vector of logits is mapped to a set of Gaussians which are
composed together). Given the experimental success of PISA, we
hope that it will open up future avenues of research in these fields.

6 CONCLUSION
In our experiments, we have demonstrated that PISA outperforms
all baselines on a reconstruction task with random data. Our model
produces near-perfect reconstructions up to a compression factor of
1.0, and significantly better reconstructions than the baselines with
more compression. Furthermore, it possesses a well-behaved latent
space, mapping similar inputs to similar embeddings. In addition
to benchmarking the performance of PISA on the reconstruction
of random data, we demonstrate its usefulness in the multi-agent
sensor fusion problem—our novel GNN architecture uses PISA to
define a generalised communication strategy. However, this rep-
resents just one of many possible applications. Given its success
with completely random data, it is possible for PISA to be used as a
submodule in any application which involves learning over set or
graph-structured data.
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